
Description:

The Oztent Koala HotSpot Lounge chair is the ultimate in luxury camp chairs for all seasons. It 
boasts Oztents patented Hotspot technology and enjoys an incredible passive heating  experience 
for those cold days by slipping in your HotSpot pouch. It also incorporates our lumbar support 
system and is made with a super high- quality construction using luxurious 600D diamond ripstop 
polyester that is fully padded with a massive weight rating of 200Kg. You have an insulated drink 
and phone holder on one side and two mesh pockets on the other to store your other goodies. Then 
in the front you have added a hidden under seat pocket.

Key Features:

 Fully padded for maximum comfort

 HotSpot functionality to keep you warm

 Easy setup and pack down

 Includes hidden under seat pocket

 Includes 1 x HotSpot pouch

 Adjustable lumbar support



Specifications:

Material

Chair 600D diamond ripstop polyester

Frame Steel

Specifications 

Packed Size 100cm (L) x 28cm (W) x 22cm (H)

39.3” (L) x 11” (W) x 8.6” (H)

Weight Rating 200kg

440lb

Weight 7.5kg

16.5lb

Warranty

Warranty Period 5 years (manufacturers)



All images shown remain the property of the publisher. All images used in this datasheet are for
illustration purposes only and actual items may vary in appearance. Precautions have been taken to
assure accuracy of the information on this sheet. Typographic or pictorial errors that are brought to our
attention will be corrected in subsequent updates. Product dimensions shown here are nominal and are
provided for the convenience of our customers. The Oztent Group reserves the right to make product
changes from time to time, without prior notification, which may change the dimensions shown. The
designs and dimensions of the products listed on this sheet are correct at the date of last publication
and are subject to change without notice.
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